HOW TO SET INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME SUITABLE FOR UNISEC / UNISON

Discussion Group.

3° UNISEC GLOBAL MEETING
Two different parallel strategies:

- Applicable now

- Applicable tomorrow
APPLICABLE:

- Forum (Stemn maybe want help us? ;))

- Online meetings and lesson

- Spindle Expanded (Project manager / System engineering competition)

- To participate to others International competitions with an International UNISEC Team
Providing real resource to other faculties
Applicable tomorrow:

IEP IDEA: Space project assigned to university on base of a ranking point (real Hands On space project)
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME (IEP)

Strengthen the knowledge of new space engineers

UNIVERSITIES

University Groups Applicants (UGAs)

Propose and conduct space experiments every year

RANKING - POINT SYSTEM

RANKING

EARN POINTS

LONG TERM SPACE PROJECTS

BEST RANKING UGA
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION